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Auditory Thalamus and Auditory Cortex Are Equally
Modulated by Context during Flexible Categorization
of Sounds
Santiago Jaramillo, Katharine Borges, and AnthonyM. Zador
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, Cold Spring Harbor, New York 11724
In a dynamicworld, animalsmust adapt rapidly to changes in themeaning of environmental cues. Such changes can influence the neural
representation of sensory stimuli. Previous studies have shown that associating a stimulus with a reward or punishment can modulate
neural activity in the auditory cortex (AC) and its thalamic input, the medial geniculate body (MGB). However, it is not known whether
changes in stimulus–action associations alone can also modulate neural responses in these areas. We designed a categorization task for
rats in which the boundary that separated low- from high-frequency sounds varied several times within a behavioral session, thus
allowing us to manipulate the action associated with some sounds without changing the associated reward. We developed a computa-
tional model that accounted for the rats’ performance and compared predictions from this model with sound-evoked responses from
single neurons in AC and MGB in animals performing this task. We found that the responses of 15% of AC neurons and 16% of MGB
neurons weremodulated by changes in stimulus–action association and that themagnitude of themodulation was comparable between
the two brain areas. Our results suggest that the AC and thalamus play only a limited role in mediating changes in associations between
acoustic stimuli and behavioral responses.
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Introduction
Categorization is the process by which potentially discriminable
stimuli are assigned to functionally equivalent classes (Russ et al.,
2007; Holt and Lotto, 2010). In a dynamic world, category defi-
nitions can vary, requiring organisms to adapt and switch rapidly
between categorization rules depending on context. As a conse-
quence of these changes, sensory stimuli that initially belong to
one category and are associated with a particular behavioral re-
sponsemay, at different points in time, belong to other categories
and require different responses. An impaired ability to adapt to
these varying contingencies is one of the hallmarks of disorders
such as schizophrenia and autism (Goldberg and Weinberger,
1988; Hill, 2004; Floresco et al., 2009).
Do sensory areas such as auditory thalamus and auditory cor-
tex (AC) play a key role in flexible categorization or do they
simply represent stimuli independently of their meaning? Previ-
ous studies have demonstrated the formation of specific plasticity
in auditory circuits when sounds are associated with the presence
of a reinforcer (Weinberger, 1993; Fritz et al., 2003; Ohl and
Scheich, 2005). It is not clear, however, if similar changes in rep-
resentations occur when the sound–reinforcer association re-
mains constant (e.g., if the sound always indicates the location of
reward) but the sound–action association (e.g., the associated
reward location) varies. Moreover, it is not known whether con-
textual influences on sound representation differ between AC
and thalamus.
To address these questions, we characterized the sound-
evoked responses of neurons from the AC and its thalamic input,
the medial geniculate body (MGB), during a task in which the
stimulus–reward association was kept constant while the stimu-
lus–action associations changed. Specifically, we designed a
sound-categorization task for rats in which the boundary that
separates low- from high-frequency sounds varied from one
block of trials to the next several times within a behavioral ses-
sion. Therefore, the action required to obtain reward for stimuli
near the boundary changed from one contingency to another,
whereas actions for stimuli far from the boundary remained
unchanged.
We developed a computational model that accounted for the
dynamics of the rats’ choices as they switched between categori-
zation contingencies. To test the role of the MGB and the AC
under the assumptions of this model, we quantified (via extracel-
lular recordings) the sound-evoked responses from neurons in
these areas as animals switched between categorization contin-
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gencies. We found that, although subsets of sound-responsive
cells weremodulated between contingencies in each brain region,
most neurons behaved as purely sensory neurons, consistentwith
the early stages in the model. These observations suggest that
changing the stimulus–action association alone does not result in
large changes in the representation of such stimuli in the auditory
thalamus and cortex, as has been observed when the amount of
reward or punishment predicted by each stimulus changes. Sur-
prisingly, we found no differences in the features of evoked
responses, number of modulated cells, or magnitude of modula-
tion between thalamus and cortex.
Materials andMethods
Animal subjects. Animal procedures were approved by the Cold Spring
Harbor Laboratory Animal Care and Use Committee and performed in
accordance with National Institutes of Health standards. A total of 17
adult male Long–Evans rats (Taconic Farms) were used for analysis of
switching behavior (eight of these were used for electrophysiological
recordings). Rats had ad libitum access to food, but water was restricted.
Free water was provided on days with no experimental sessions. Experi-
ments were conducted in single-walled sound booths (Industrial
Acoustics).
Behavioral task. Rats initiated each trial by poking their noses into the
center port of a three-port chamber. After a silent delay of random du-
ration (250–350 ms, uniformly distributed), a narrow-band sound was
presented for 100 ms. Animals were required to stay in the center port
until the end of the sound and choose one of the two side ports for reward
(24l of water) according to the frequency of the sound (low-frequency:
left port; high-frequency: right port). If animals withdrew before the end
of the stimulus, the trial was aborted and ignored in the analysis.
Stimuli were chords composed of 16 simultaneous pure tones loga-
rithmically spaced in the range f/1.2 to f1.2 for a given center frequency
f. The intensity of the sounds was variable during initial training (50–70
dB-SPL), but fixed during testing at 60 dB-SPL. Animals were trained to
discriminate between sounds centered at 6.5 and 14.2 kHz in one con-
tingency and 14.2 and 31 kHz in another contingency. These frequencies
are abbreviated herein as 6, 14, and 31 kHz. A single session consisted of
several blocks of 300 trials (during behavioral training) or 150 trials
(during electrophysiological recordings). The categorization contin-
gency changed from one block to the next without any cue indicating the
change except for the sound–reward relations. The initial contingency in
a session was randomized from one day to the next. Measurements (be-
havioral or electrophysiological) were done only after animals had been
extensively trained in the switching task (Table 1). Although, on average,
electrophysiology animals were trained formore sessions than those used
only for behavior, both cohorts showed similar performance levels (82%
and 84%, respectively), suggesting that the number of sessions was suf-
ficient to achieve an asymptotic level of performance. Animals for elec-
trophysiological recordings were chosen in part because they provided
more trials per session.
Analysis of behavioral performance. Data were analyzed using in-house
software developed in Python (www.python.org). To illustrate the dy-
namics of performance after a switch in contingencies (see Fig. 2A–C), a
first cohort of 12 animals was used. Trials from sessions starting with the
low-boundary block were averaged to calculate the fraction correct for
each trial number. Only sessions with 400 or more trials were included,
resulting in 58 sessions per animal on average. The number of trials to
switch for each animal (see Fig. 2D) was calculated from sessions starting
with the low-boundary block, as the first trial for which the animal’s
average performance was above chance level (50%) for two consecutive
trials after the first switch.
Psychometric curves of 9 rats were estimated from sessions in which
10% of the trials contained sounds with center frequency logarithmically
spaced between 6.5 and 31 kHz. The category boundary, which defined
the associated reward port for each of these sounds, was set to the geo-
metricmean of the training exemplars in each condition and the number
of trials was balanced so that the fraction of rewards was the same on
either side port. Psychometric curves were fit using Psignifit 3.0 (in the
Python programming language). Briefly, a constrained maximum likeli-
hoodmethod was used to fit a logistic function with 4 parameters:  (the
50% threshold, or boundary), 1/ (the slope of the curve),  (the lower
asymptote), and  (the higher asymptote) as follows:
 x    1 	  	 
1
1  exp	gx
gx
x	 

(1)
Computational learning model. We implemented a firing rate model with
plastic synapses. Each input (xi) corresponded to a different sound-
frequency channel and the output (z) provided a binary signal that indi-
cated a leftward or rightward choice. For a given stimulus, the value of
each input (xi) was calculated according to a Gaussian receptive field
(RF) in logarithmic space as follows:
xi  e

 ffi2
2
2 (2)
where f and fi correspond to the logarithm of the frequency of the stimulus
and the RF center, respectively. The width of the RF was set to 0.4 log units
and the RFs were logarithmically spaced between 5 and 40 kHz. The output
on each trialwas calculated as the sumof the inputsweightedby the synaptic
strengths passed through a saturating nonlinearity (S) as follows:
z  Sw ·x  S 
i
wixi (3)
The synaptic strengths (wi) could take positive or negative values and
were modified according to the outcome of the previous trial using a
perceptron learning rule (Bishop, 1995) as follows:
w t1  w t  dt 	 zt x t (4)
where dt was the desired choice for trial t and  was the learning rate of
the system. For the examples in Fig. 4,  was fit to replicate the average
switching speed of the rats, resulting in a value of 0.03.
Noise was introduced at only one stage (inputs, synaptic strengths, or
outputs) on each simulation. For the inputs, values drawn from a Gauss-
ian distribution were added to each xi. The SD of this noise was fit to
replicate the average asymptotic performance of the rats (80–90%), re-
sulting in a value of 0.4. For the synaptic strengths, Gaussian noise was
added to each wi. An SD of 0.14 resulted in an asymptotic performance
similar to that of the rats. For the outputs, Gaussian noise was added to
the weighted sumof inputs before the nonlinearity. An SD of 1 replicated
the average asymptotic performance of the rats.
Surgery. Animals were anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection
of a mixture of ketamine (60 mg/kg) and medetomidine (0.5 mg/kg).
Wounds were infiltrated with lidocaine. Rats were surgically implanted
with a custom-mademicrodrive in left AC (two rats), right AC (two rats),
or the left auditory thalamus (four rats) containing eight independently
adjustable tetrodes. For AC recordings, electrodes were implanted be-
tween 3.5 and 6 mm posterior to bregma and 6.5 mm left or right from
the midline. For MGB recordings, electrodes were implanted between
5.6 and6 mm posterior to bregma and between 3.6 and 3.8 mm left
frommidline. For thalamic recordings, electrodeswere lowered beyond 4
mm from the brain surface until we observed sound-evoked responses.
Animals were allowed to recover for several days before resuming water
restriction and starting recording sessions. Average performance during
recordings sessions (86 6%, mean SD) was comparable to the per-
formance estimated for these animals before implantation (84 4%).
Neuronal recordings. Each tetrode consisted of four polyimide-coated
nichrome wires (diameter 12.7 m; Kanthal Palm Coast) twisted together
Table 1. Number of training sessions
Test Rats Sessions before testing Average trials per session
Behavior only 9 Mean 87 (min 87) 439	 110
Electrophysiology 8 Mean 201 (min 76) 565	 117
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and gold plated to an impedance of 0.3–0.4 M
 at 1 kHz. Electrical signals
passed through unity-gain head stages (Neuralynx) connected to a custom-
built array of tetrode microdrives before reaching the acquisition system.
Signals were recorded using a Neuralynx Cheetah 32 recording system. Te-
trodedepthswere adjusted at lest 12hbefore recording sessions to sample an
independentpopulationof cells each timewhilemaintaininga stable record-
ing throughout the session. Tetrode locations were confirmed histologically
basedonelectrolytic lesions and fluorescentmarkers (electrodeswere coated
with DiI before implanting). Track reconstructions indicated that we sam-
pled mostly auditory cortical neurons from the primary field (A1; see Fig.
5A), although we cannot rule out that some neurons were located in the
posterior field (Doron et al., 2002). Thalamic recordings targeted all subnu-
clei (dorsal, ventral, andmedial) of theMGB (see Fig. 5B).
Analysis of neuronal data. Data were analyzed using in-house software
developed in Python (www.python.org). Spiking activity of a total of 665
single cells from the AC and 217 from the auditory thalamus was isolated
by a combination of an automated expectation maximization algorithm
(Klustakwik; Kadir et al., 2013) and by manually clustering spike shapes
using in-house software. Our analysis focused on cells that showed
changes in activity in response to the middle (reversing) frequency, re-
sulting in a set of 191 cortical cells and 57 thalamic cells. Only cells for
which we had at least three blocks of 150 trials per block (two switches)
were included. To evaluate responsiveness to each frequency, we quan-
tified spike counts in nonoverlapping bins of 25ms.We used these values
to calculate z-scores for each bin with respect to the bin starting 100 ms
before sound onset. We considered a cell responsive if the z-score of any
bin during the response period (0–150ms) fell outside the range (3,3).
For each responsive cell, we calculated a
modulation index (MI) to quantify changes in
evoked response to the same stimulus between
categorization contingencies as follows:
MI
rc 	 ri
rc  ri
(5)
where rc and ri correspond to the evoked firing
rates when the stimulus indicated reward on
the contralateral or ipsilateral side from the re-
cording site. We included only correct trials in
this calculation. We tested statistical signifi-
cance of the modulation for each cell via a
rank-sum test between the evoked firing on
each contingency (at a significance level of
0.05). To exclude effects of nonstationarity,
cells were counted as significantly modulated
only if the sign of the modulation flipped from
one contingency switch to the next. That is, if
the firing rate increased after the first contin-
gency switch (when the meaning of the sound
changed from left reward to right reward), then
the firing rate must decrease after the second
switch (when the sound indicated again left
rewards).
Ideal observer analysis. For the ideal observer
analysis shown in Figures 7 and 8, we counted
the number of evoked spikes in the range 10–
150 ms from sound onset for each cell on each
trial. We then estimated the distribution of
these spike counts for each stimulus–action
condition from half of the trials (randomly se-
lected) and used samples from this distribution
to train a linear discriminator (Machine Learn-
ing Python; Albanese et al., 2012). We used the
other half of the trials to estimate the discrim-
ination accuracy of the observer given each
neuron on each condition. We quantified the
sound discrimination performance (see Fig. 7)
independently on each contingency, resulting
in two performance values for each neuron.
For choice discrimination, we separated all tri-
als with associated left rewards from those associated with right rewards
(independently of the stimulus presented). These two groups defined the
dataset given to the linear discriminator.
To evaluate whether changes in evoked response between contingen-
cies improved discrimination, we measured the performance of the ob-
server with amodified dataset in which the trials containing the reversing
frequency were swapped between contingencies. For example, instead of
discriminating between evoked responses from 6 kHz L and 14 kHz
R (both from the low-boundary condition), the observer had to discrim-
inate between responses from 6 kHz L and 14 kHz L (from the low-
and the high-boundary conditions, respectively).
Results
Rats reliably switched between categorization contingencies
To study the role of AC and MGB during flexible categorization
of sounds, we developed a frequency discrimination task (Fig.
1A,B) in which the boundary that separates low- from high-
frequency sounds varied several times within a behavioral session
(Fig. 1C). Rats initiated each trial by poking their noses into the
center port of a three-port chamber. A narrow-band sound
(chord) was presented for 100 ms, indicating the location of re-
ward: left for a low-frequency sound and right for a high-
frequency sound. Animals were tested in blocks of trials: in the
low-boundary block, animals were required to discriminate be-
tween sounds centered at 6 and 14 kHz; in the high-boundary
A
D E
B
C
Figure1. Flexible sound-categorization task.A, Rats initiatedeach trial bypoking their noses into the center port of a three-port
chamber. A narrow-band sound was presented for 100 ms, indicating the location of reward: left for low-frequency sounds and
right for high-frequency sounds. B, Psychometric performance for one rat during one discrimination session demonstrating that
animals can achieve perfect performance on easy discriminations (6 vs 31 kHz; error bars are 95% confidence intervals). C, To
introduce flexibility in the task, each session consisted of alternating blocks of 300 trials: in one block type, rats were required to
discriminate between 31 and 14 kHz; in the other block type, between 14 and 6 kHz. This was equivalent to setting the category
boundary to either a “high” or a “low” frequency value. Themiddle frequency sound (14 kHz) changed itsmeaning from one block
type to the other.D, Averageperformance for each of the 17 rats on the first and secondblocks of trialswhen the task started on the
low-boundary block. Each circle corresponds to the average performance acrossmultiple sessions for one animal for each stimulus,
ignoring the first 100 trials after a block switch. Chance levelwas 50%. E, Same asD, butwhen the task started on a high-boundary
block. Performance level was above chance in all conditions, but consistently lower for the reversing stimulus (14 kHz).
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block, they were required to discriminate
between 14 and 31 kHz. As a result, the
sound at 14 kHz belonged to the high-
frequency category in one block of trials
and to the low-frequency category in the
next block and the animal was required to
change its behavioral response to this
sound to successfully collect reward. We
refer to this sound as the reversing stimu-
lus. Within a session, animals switched
back and forth between these two contin-
gencies every 300 trials, without any addi-
tional cue in addition to the stimuli and
rewards. All trained rats performed the
task accurately and showed higher perfor-
mance in response to nonreversing stim-
uli (6 and 31 kHz) compared with the
reversing stimulus (14 kHz), even 100 tri-
als after a change in contingency (p 
0.01, Wilcoxon signed-rank test; Fig.
1D,E). Average performance across con-
ditions for animals selected for electrophys-
iologicalrecordings(84 4%,mean	SD)
was comparable to the performance of all
other animals in the study (82 4%).
Rats adapted rapidly after changes in
category definitions (Fig. 2). For most an-
imals, 12 trials were sufficient to cross the
50% performance level after a stimulus
changed its meaning (Fig. 2D). Surpris-
ingly, changes in accuracy occurred not
only for stimuli that changed association
between contingencies, but also for stim-
uli that never changed their associated re-
ward port (Fig. 2C, yellow arrows). This
effect was consistent across all animals
(p 0.01,Wilcoxon signed-rank test; Fig.
2E). We hypothesized that these effects
were present because animals’ choices
depended on the distance between the
perceived stimulus and their internal
categorization boundary. As a result,
boundary shifts after a switch affected
performance for all stimuli (Fig. 2F).
To quantify the animals’ internal cate-
gory boundary, we tested performance in
response to sounds with frequencies dif-
ferent from the three exemplars used dur-
ing training. Rats generalized to other
stimuli in a monotonic fashion (Fig. 3A)
and a shift in the internal categorization
boundary was evident for all animals as
they switched from one contingency to
another (p 0.01, Wilcoxon signed-rank
test; Fig. 3B) without apparent changes in
the slope of the psychometric function
(p  0.17, Wilcoxon signed-rank test,
data not shown).
These observations were consistent
with the idea that choices depend on the distance between an
internal categorization boundary and the perceived stimuli. Dur-
ing the high-boundary block, animals set their subjective bound-
ary between 14 and 31 kHz. As animals switched to the low-
boundary block, the subjective boundary shifted away from the
31 kHz sound, resulting in an improvement in performance for
that stimulus. Switching back to the high-boundary block pro-
duced the opposite shift in the boundary and a reduction in per-
Figure 2. Switching contingencies affected responses to all stimuli. A, Average performance across sound-action associations for an
initialcohortof12rats(trainedinparallel)onsessionsthatstartedwiththehigh-boundaryblock.Blockswere300trials long.Averageswere
calculated for each trial across sessions and animalswithout time averaging. The increased variability on the last trials is due to averaging
across less number of samples because not all animals performed 900 trials. B, Same as in A, but for sessions that started with the
low-boundary block. C, Average performance across rats in A for each sound–action association. Each dot represents the percentage of
rightwardchoicesforonetrial inasessiontakenacrossseveralsessionsfromeachanimal.Thisplotshowsonlysessionsthatstartedwiththe
low-boundary block. Yellow arrows indicate how performance also changed for stimuli that never changed their associated category.
Increased variability on the last trials is due to fewer samples, as explained in A. D, Number of trials required to switch sound-action
associations for each of the 17 animals trained in the full task. The value plotted corresponds to the trial inwhich each animal crossed the
50%levelof rightwardchoices for the reversingstimulus (14kHz)after the firstblock switch.Most rats switchedbefore12 trials.E, Change
in behavioral responses for a sound that never changed association. Each dot is the percentage of rightward choices for each of the 17
animals inresponsetothe31kHzsoundintrials1–20or101–120afteraswitch.Adecay inperformance isevident forall rats.F, Illustration
of the shift in subjective categoryboundary that accounts for thedecay inperformance inE. At theendof the first block and thebeginning
of the secondblock, theboundary is locatedbetween6and14kHz (greenarrow). In this case, thedistancebetween theboundary and31
kHzis largeandsmallnoisewillnotchangethelocationofthestimuluswithrespecttotheboundary.Asthesubject isexposedtomoretrials
from the secondblock, the boundary shifts between14 and31 kHz (red arrow). Under this condition, noise in the representation of either
the stimulus or the boundarymay cause a flip in the relation between stimulus andboundary, causing amistake in choice.
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formance for the 31 kHz sound. To explicitly test the predictions
of this model when implemented in a neurally plausible fashion,
we simulated an adaptive decision system and presented it with
the same stimulus–action contingencies as were given to the
animals.
Adaptive system with imperfect sensory representations
accounted for the dynamics of behavior
A striking feature of the animals’ behavior was that a contingency
switch elicited paradoxical changes in performance for stimuli
that never changed category (Fig. 2E). Instead of improving with
time, performance for these stimuli decayed as animals were ex-
posed to more trials in a new categorization contingency. As
illustrated in Figure 2F, this effect is present if choices depend on
the distance between the frequency of the stimulus and a subjec-
tive category boundary. One possiblemechanism for implement-
ing this computation would be an explicit representation of the
boundary by the firing rate of some neurons. We hypothesized
that a different mechanism could account for the observed dy-
namics of performance; that is, the boundary is represented by
synaptic strengths between sensory and decision neurons. To
test this hypothesis, we implemented a firing rate model in
which synaptic strengths changed after the outcome of each
trial (Fig. 4A).
A noiseless version of this model (data not shown) success-
fully learned to switch between categorization contingencies
without requiring an explicit representation of the category
boundary in the firing rate of neurons. However, the noiseless
system quickly reached perfect discrimination performance on
each block of trials, in contrast to the suboptimal performance
achieved by the animals. We hypothesized that the performance
level of our rats was due to imperfect representations of the fol-
lowing: (1) the sensory signals, (2) the categorization boundary,
and (3) the neural signals representing the selected action, or a
combination of these.
When Gaussian noise was added to the sensory representa-
tion, the model reproduced not only the rapid switches observed
in performance dynamics, but also the paradoxical changes in
accuracy for the nonreversing stimuli (Fig. 4B). Noise added to
the synaptic strengths, which implicitly represent the subjective
categorization boundary, also accounted for these behavioral fea-
tures (data not shown). In contrast, added variability to the exe-
cution process reproduced the animals’
asymptotic performance, but did not cap-
ture the dynamics of behavioral perfor-
mance after a contingency switch (Fig.
4C).
These computational results provide
an explanation for the paradoxical changes in
performance for nonreversing stimuli. The
model also demonstrates that the task can be
solved without an explicit representation of
the subjective category boundary in the firing
rates of neurons. Last, the results of our simu-
lations suggest that the animals’ mistakes are
due mostly to imperfect representation of ei-
ther the stimuli or the internal categorization
boundary, not to lack of understanding of the
task rules or errors in choice execution.
This model assumes distinct physio-
logical responses along the sensorimotor
pathway. At early stages, neurons repre-
sent the sounds independently of their
meaning (Fig. 4D). At later stages, neurons can be sensitive to
both the identity and the meaning of sounds (Fig. 4E). To test
which of these possibilities bestmatches the activity of neurons in
the AC and MGB, we recorded neural responses from animals
performing the flexible categorization task.
Subpopulations of neurons in AC andMGB are sensitive
to context
We quantified the sound-evoked responses of single neurons
from the AC (Fig. 5A) and theMGB (Fig. 5B) as animals switched
between categorization contingencies. The dynamics of evoked
responses were similar between the AC and the MGB, with both
areas containing some neurons that responded by increasing
their firing (Fig. 5C,D) and others that decreased their firing (Fig.
5E,F). Neurons in both areas showed various diverse patterns of
onset, sustained, and offset responses when presented with the
100 ms sounds of different frequencies during the task (Fig.
5G,H). From the 217 cells recorded from the thalamus, 22% had
increases in firing in the first 50 ms after a sound (onset), 12%
increases in firing in the next 50ms (sustained), 13% increases in
firing in the 50 ms after sound offset, and 12% had a suppression
in firing during sound presentation. Combinations were often
found. From the 665 cortical cells, 19% had onset increases, 15%
sustained, 18%offset, and 17%had a suppression in firing during
sound presentation, many of them in combination. For the re-
mainder of the analysis, we focused on neurons that showed re-
sponses to the reversing middle-frequency stimulus (Table 2).
We compared the responses evoked by the reversing middle-
frequency stimulus (14 kHz) between categorization contingen-
cies. We found that neural responses (in the range 10–150 ms
from sound onset) varied between contingencies in a subset of
neurons from the AC (Fig. 6A) and from the auditory thalamus
(Fig. 6B). Other neurons, in contrast, reliably represented the
stimulus independent of the action associated with it (Fig. 6C,D).
To exclude effects from nonstationarity, only cells that were
modulated in opposite directions after consecutive switches in
contingencies were counted as modulated. We reasoned that if
evoked firing in the AC or MGB were correlated with the side of
reward, then activity should be consistently higher for one of the
two contingencies as animals switch back and forth between
them. In the AC, 15% of the cells that responded to the reversing
A B
Figure 3. Rats’ subjective categorization boundary shifted between blocks of trials. A, Average psychometric curves across
animals. Redandgreen correspond toestimates fromthe low-boundary andhigh-boundaryblocks, respectively, fromthenine rats
tested. In 10% of trials (open circles), animals were probedwith frequencies different from those in the training set (solid circles).
Each circle indicates the average of rightward choices for each frequency across animals, ignoring the first 100 trials after a switch.
Error bars indicate SEs. Curves correspond to logistic fits given the choice for each trial. B, All rats shifted their internal categoriza-
tion boundary between blocks of trials. Each dot represents the estimated boundary from the logistic fit for each animal.
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stimulus (29/191)were significantlymod-
ulated (p 0.05, rank-sum test) between
contingencies (Fig. 6E). A similar subset
of responsive cells, 16% (9/57) was signif-
icantly modulated in the auditory thala-
mus (Fig. 6F). An initial evaluation of
changes in firing rate, which did not re-
quire the criterion of consistent modula-
tion direction, yielded a slightly higher
fraction of modulated cells: 22% in AC
and 19% in MGB.
We also evaluated the modulation of
baseline activity (150 to 10 ms from
sound onset) and found that only 4.2% of
cells from AC and 5.3% from MGB were
modulated in both baseline and evoked
firing. This indicates that only one-third
of the cells with modulation in evoked re-
sponse could be explained by changes in
the baseline firing. In addition, evaluating
the modulation in the range 10–100 ms,
which excludes any early movements of
the animal but also offset responses, re-
sulted in 10% of cells modulated in cortex
and 17% in the thalamus. Themodulation
of evoked responses consisted mostly of a
change in the amplitude of the response
and did not affect the type of response
pattern (onset, offset, or sustained) of
neurons. We found no evidence of a
systematic location of the modulated
neurons in particular regions of AC (mod-
ulated cells were found at various depths on
the same electrode) or MGB (modulated
cellswere foundonelectrodes located indif-
ferent subnuclei). On average, the magni-
tude of the modulation was not different
betweencortical and thalamic cells (p0.4,
Levene’s test on the variance of themodula-
tion index; Fig. 6G).
These results indicate that sound-
evoked responses in a small subset of
neurons in the sensory pathway are mod-
ulated by the stimulus–action association.
Most neurons, however, behaved like
those in the early stages of processing
from our model (Fig. 4D) and were not
influenced by the associated action. Sur-
prisingly, the observed modulation of re-
Figure 4. An adaptive system with noisy representations accounted for the dynamics of behavioral performance. A, Learning
model. Yellow labels indicate each stage. Inputs (stage1) correspond to frequency channelswith imperfect (noisy) representations
of the acoustic stimulus. A decision neuron (stage 2) sums these inputs,weighted by the strength of each synapse. These strengths
change according to the outcome of each trial. The binary output indicates either a left or right choice. Noise was added at one of
three locations: the sensory signals, the synaptic strengths, or the choice signal. B, Average performance on each trial when noise
4
was added to the sensory signals. The noise parameter was
chosen so that asymptotic performance for the extreme fre-
quencies matched that of the rats. This model reproduced the
decay in performance for the high frequency (in blue). C, Av-
erage performance when noise was added to the choice sig-
nals. This model did not account for the decay in performance
after a contingency switch.D, Simulated evoked responses for
a sensory neuron (stage 1, tuned to themiddle frequency) are
similar between the two contingencies (green: low-boundary;
red: high-boundary). E, Simulated responses of the decision
neuron (stage 2) depend on both the stimulus and its
meaning.
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sponses was equally strong in auditory
thalamus and AC.
Modulation of responses did not
improve the discriminability of sounds
When solving tasks that require flexibility,
the nervous system may use other strate-
gies in addition to those presented in our
model (Fig. 4) to improve performance.
For example, top-down signals may influ-
ence the processing of sounds in sensory
areas such that the discriminability of
stimuli in each contingency is enhanced.
Our simulations suggest that animals do
not achieve perfect levels of performance
due to imperfect neural representations
of either the stimulus or the subjective
category boundary. Given these psycho-
physical demands, we hypothesized that
contextual modulation of neuronal re-
sponses in the sensory pathway may be
playing a role in improving the discrim-
inability of stimuli.
To test this “adaptive system” hypoth-
esis, we first evaluated the ability of an
ideal observer to discriminate between
sounds within each block of trials sepa-
rately, given the evoked responses of each
neuron. Performance was quantified as
the fraction of trials in which the observer
correctly estimated which of the two
sounds was presented. We found that the
performance of the observer was similar for
neurons in the AC and the auditory thala-
mus (p 0.21, rank-sum test; Fig. 7A).
This hypothesis makes a specific pre-
diction regarding the direction of modu-
lation of activity for neurons tuned to
either the high- or low-frequency sounds
in our task: evoked responses to the re-
versing stimuli should vary so that the dis-
criminability of 31 versus 14 kHz in one
block of trials and 14 versus 6 kHz in the
other block, increases (Fig. 7C, arrows).
To determine whether our data were con-
sistent with this prediction, we compared
the performance of the ideal observerwith
that of an observer presented with the
evoked responses after swapping the
middle-frequency trials between blocks.
The analysis was performed only on cells
tuned to the high or low frequencies be-
cause the “adaptive system” hypothesis
makes no predictions regarding the direc-
tion of modulation that would improve
discrimination for neurons tuned to the
reversing stimulus (14 kHz); swapping
trials would simply improve performance
in one contingency while decreasing per-
formance in the other.
If the modulation helped to improve
performance, then the discrimination
ability of the observer would decrease
Figure 5. Physiological responses to soundswere similar between cortical and thalamic cells during the task.A, Reconstruction
of electrode tracks from the AC. Left, Coronal slice showing an example track. The red arrow indicates where the electrode was
inserted. The white arrow indicates the electrolytic lesion at the end the recordings. Right, Reconstruction of all electrodes (red)
from all animals projected onto the closest of the coronal slices shown (projected onto the left hemisphere). The yellow area
includes the primary and ventral fields of the AC (Doron et al., 2002). The number indicates the distance from bregma. B, Same as
A, but for the thalamic recordings. The yellowarea includes all subnuclei of theMGB (Paxinos andWatson, 2005). C, Sound-evoked
response of one cortical cell that increased its firing after the presentation of one of the target sounds. D, Thalamic cell with a
response similar to that in C. E, Example physiological response of one cortical cell that decreased its firing after the presentation of
one of the target sounds. F, Thalamic cell with a response similar to that in E. G, Response of a cortical cell to the target sounds in
each of the four stimulus–action conditions. H, Response of a thalamic cell in each condition. The same cell can show different
response dynamics depending on sound frequency.
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when trials were swapped (Fig. 7D,E).We found that this was not
the case in either the AC (p  0.67 for low-block; p  0.98 for
high-block; n  77) or the auditory thalamus (p  0.26 for
low-block; p  0.8 for high-block; n  31) and that, whereas
some neurons behaved as predicted, a similar number of neurons
were modulated in the opposite direction. These results did not
change when analyzing only the contingencies in which perfor-
mance was highest for each neuron. Likewise, the effect for
neurons with high discrimination perfor-
mance (Fig. 7D,E, top-right corner) was
comparable to the effect on all other neu-
rons. Results were also similar when
analyzing only neurons with statistically
significant modulation in the cortex (p
0.8 for low-block; p 0.65 for high-block;
n 10) or the thalamus (n 2). The ob-
served modulation of sound-evoked re-
sponses was therefore not consistent with
an increase in discriminability for each
context.
Modulation of responses did not
enhance the representation of choice
An alternative cause for themodulation of
firing rates could have been that neurons
in AC and MGB were affected by signals
related to the animals’ choices that were
mediated, for example, by feedback from
motor-related areas. To test this hypothe-
sis, we evaluated the ability of an ideal ob-
server to discriminate between right and
left choices based on the evoked responses
of each neuron. This ideal observer analy-
sis tells us explicitly how neural activity is
related to behavioral performance and
therefore complements our quantifica-
tion of statistically modulated cells (Fig.
6). This analysis includes all trials (correct
or incorrect) grouped according to the
animals’ decisions. In contrast to Fig. 7A,
this analysis includes the responses to
low- and high-frequency stimuli (6 and 31
kHz) in addition to the middle-frequency
reversing stimulus (14 kHz). The perfor-
mance of the observerwas similar for neu-
rons in the AC and the auditory thalamus
(p 0.2, rank-sum test; Fig. 8A).
Because the observer is exposed to tri-
als with extreme-frequency sounds asso-
ciated to only one reward side, choice
discrimination could be explained partly
by these signals. Nevertheless, this quan-
tity allows us to evaluate whether modu-
lations in the evoked response were
consistent with a representation of choice.
For neurons tuned to the middle frequency, this hypothesis pre-
dicts that evoked responses to sounds associated with left choices
should be separable from those associatedwith right choices (Fig.
8C). Similar to the previous section, we compared performance
of the observer with that calculated from evoked responses when
swapping the middle-frequency trials between blocks (Fig.
8D,E). If the modulation were related to the animals’ choice,
then the discrimination ability of the observer should have de-
creased when trials were swapped.We found that this was not the
case in either theAC (p 0.12;n 114) or the auditory thalamus
(p  0.23; n  26). Results were similar when analyzing only
neurons with statistically significant modulation in the cortex
(p  0.35; n  19) or the thalamus (p  0.86; n  7). Last, for
neurons tuned to the high or low frequency, this hypothesis
makes the same prediction as the “adaptive system” hypothesis,
which we showed was not consistent with the data.
Figure 6. A subset of neurons in thalamus and cortex were sensitive to context. A, Responses evoked by the reversing (14 kHz)
sound for a cortical neuron thatwas sensitive to themeaning of the stimulus. Trials in the raster plot (top) are grouped by the block
in which they were presented (three consecutive blocks in this case). The poststimulus time histogram (bottom) shows a clear
difference between responses to the 14 kHz sound when it indicated right versus left reward. B, Same as A, but for a thalamic
neuron sensitive to the meaning of the stimulus. In this example, the modulation is most apparent in the onset (0–50ms) of the
response. C, Evoked responses for a cortical neuron thatwas notmodulated by context.D, Evoked responses for a thalamic neuron
thatwas notmodulated by context. E, The response of 15%of cortical cells was significantlymodulated by context. The histogram
shows the modulation index for each cell that was responsive to the reversing (14 kHz) sound. Those in black were significantly
modulated ( p 0.05, rank-sum test). “C” and “I” are firing rates on trials with reward contralateral or ipsilateral to the recording
site, respectively. F, Similar to E, the response of 16% of thalamic cells was significantly modulated by context. G, Overlaid
histograms for cortical (E) and thalamic (F) cells. Therewas nodifference in themagnitude ofmodulation between cells from these
brain areas.
Table 2. Number of recorded cells
AC MGB
Responsive to 14 kHz
Tuned to 14 kHz 114 (17%) 26 (12%)
Tuned to 6 or 31 kHz 77 (12%) 31 (14%)
Subtotal 191 (29%) 57 (26%)
Not responsive to 14 kHz 474 (71%) 160 (74%)
TOTAL 665 (100%) 217 (100%)
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These results indicate that sound-evoked responses in the AC
and the auditory thalamus were not systematically modulated by
the choices of the animals.
Discussion
We trained rats in a flexible categorization task in which the
boundary that separates two categories (high- and low-frequency
sounds) varied multiple times within a session. Shifts in the cat-
egory boundary changed stimulus–action associations without
changing the associated reward. In this study, we characterized
changes in behavioral performance and in the physiological re-
sponses of auditory neurons as animals switched between
previously learned contingencies. A computational model in
which the categorization boundary was represented by synaptic
strength of sensorimotor neurons accounted for the main fea-
tures of behavioral performance. Sound-evoked responses from
themajority of cells in auditory thalamus and ACwere consistent
with signals in the early stages of the model in which sounds are
represented independently of their meaning. Notably, we found
no differences in the fraction of modulated cells (15%) or the
magnitude of this modulation between thalamus and cortex.
Mechanisms for flexible categorization of simple sounds
We developed a category-learning task in which each of two
sound-frequency categories was associated with one reward port.
We demonstrated that rats could generalize from a few examples
into appropriate categories (Fig. 3) andwere able to rapidly adapt
after changes in the category definitions
(Fig. 2). Our observations suggested a
mechanism for category assignment that
depended on a subjective category bound-
ary that varied between contingencies.We
hypothesized that performance level de-
pended on the distance between stimuli
and the boundary and this model ac-
counted for the paradoxical decrease in
performance observed for extreme fre-
quencies after a contingency switch (Fig.
2E). These behavioral changes did not im-
ply a reduction in the overall performance
with experience, but instead indicate a
change in accuracy for a subset of stimuli,
even when these stimuli did not change
their associated category. This effect,
which to our knowledge has not been dis-
cussed in detail previously, will be present
in tasks that require difficult discrimina-
tions for which perceptual noise becomes
relevant.
We accounted for our data using a
distance-to-boundary model, yet the un-
derlying neural mechanismsmay not nec-
essarily have an explicit representation of
this distance. Our study cannot dissociate
between different possible mechanisms
for the categorization process; for exam-
ple, similarity to prototypes versus com-
parison with a boundary versus full
representation of the probability distribu-
tions of each category (Smits et al., 2006),
because any of these theories would be
consistent with our data. However, our
model provides a biologically plausible
example of how to achieve flexible catego-
rization without the need for representing the category boundary
in the firing rate of neurons.Moreover, our computationalmodel
(Fig. 4) illustrates that noise at the perceptual level, and not at the
level of choice execution alone, is required to account for the
dynamics of behavior observed in our task. For example, noise in
the synaptic connections between cells in theAC and the striatum
during behaviors that depend on this neural pathway (Znamen-
skiy and Zador, 2013) should result in similar performance dy-
namics to that observed in our task.
What neural mechanisms allow animals to quickly switch be-
tween categorization contingencies? We hypothesize two possi-
bilities: (1) changes in associations between sounds and actions
are mediated by reward-dependent changes in the synaptic
strength of sensorimotor neurons or (2) top-down influences
from outside the sensorimotor pathway help reroute sensory
signals without long-lasting changes in synaptic efficacy.
These ideas correspond to mechanisms hypothesized for
learning (Martin et al., 2000; Reynolds et al., 2001) or selective
attention (Moore and Armstrong, 2003; Jaramillo and Pearl-
mutter, 2007), respectively. The computational model shown
in Fig. 4 is an implementation of the first idea, but it cannot
rule out the second possibility. Further studies are needed to
evaluate whether the rapid flexibility required in our task is
mediated by long-lasting synaptic changes in the sensorimotor
pathway or by top-down influences.
Figure 7. Discriminability of sounds from evoked responseswas similar between AC andMGB.A, Sound-discrimination perfor-
mance of an ideal observer for neurons of the AC (black) or the MGB (gray) responsive to the reversing stimulus. Discrimination
performancewas calculated separately on each of the two contingencies; only the highest of these two values was included in the
histogram. The distributions of neuronal performance were indistinguishable between cortical and thalamic cells. B, Frequency
tuning of a hypothetical neuron with preference for low frequencies. Each dot represents the evoked response for one stimulus in
our task (colors as in Fig. 1C). C, Modulation of evoked responses predicted by the “adaptive system” hypothesis for the neuron in
B. Changes in the response to 14 kHz in the direction indicated by the arrows improve the discriminability of sounds on each
contingency (31 vs 14 kHz and 14 vs 6 kHz). D, Effect of swapping trials with 14 kHz stimulus for cortical neurons tuned to high or
low frequencies. Each dot corresponds to the observer’s performance given the responses of one neuron on each contingency
(green: low-boundary; red: high-boundary). If modulation of responses enhanced discriminability, then the performance of the
ideal observer should have decreased after swapping trials, yet there was no apparent decrease. E, Same as D, but for thalamic
neurons. There was no decrease in performance after swapping trials.
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Influence of context on the
physiological responses of
auditory neurons
Sound-evoked responses of neurons in
the central auditory pathway are influ-
enced by the behavioral context in which
sounds are presented (Hubel et al., 1959;
Miller et al., 1972;Hocherman et al., 1976.
Most studies demonstrating this effect
have compared responses under different
levels of expectation Jaramillo and Zador,
2011; Ryan et al., 1984), engaged versus
passive conditions (Ryan et al., 1984;
Otazu et al., 2009; Niwa et al., 2012a), or
changes in the reward (Hocherman et al.,
1976; David et al., 2012) or punishment
(Weinberger, 1993; Fritz et al., 2003) as-
sociated with a stimulus. These studies
suggest that the magnitude of plasticity is
directly related to the magnitude of rein-
forcement.Our study focused instead on a
task in which the amount of reward asso-
ciated with a sound does not change, but
the associated action necessary to collect
this reward does change. Our emphasis
was on the physiological responses of au-
ditory neurons as animals switched be-
tween previously learned contingencies,
rather than changes produced by learning
an association for the first time.
In a study comparable to ours, Vaadia
et al. (1982) evaluated responses of audi-
tory cortical cells during a task that re-
quired an overtrained monkey to shift a
lever left or right depending on the identity of a sound (tone vs
noise). After reversing the associated shift direction, 17% (23/
134) of cells showed different responses to a given stimulus,
which is consistent with our observations.
Other studies have compared neuronal activity in the AC be-
tween correct and incorrect choices (Lemus et al., 2009; Niwa et
al., 2012b) using choice probability analysis (Britten et al., 1996).
One of these studies (Niwa et al., 2012b) found a small trial-to-
trial correlation between neural activity and an animal’s behav-
ioral choice (choice probability of 0.512 for single units) and a
significant modulation of firing rate in 13.8% (32/232) of cells.
Lemus et al. (2009), in contrast, found no significant differences
in activity between trials that resulted in hits versus errors.
Neurons from the auditory thalamus also change their re-
sponses depending on context, and learning-induced changes
have been observed in various subdivisions of the medial genic-
ulate body (Edeline and Weinberger, 1991; Weinberger, 2011).
Moreover, studies comparing activity from thalamic cells during
engaged versus passive conditions have found changes in spon-
taneous (Otazu et al., 2009) and evoked (Ryan et al., 1984) firing.
In a multisensory task, Komura et al. (2005) found that 14.6%
(56/384) of the sound-responsive thalamic neurons changed
their firing to the same sound depending on a simultaneous vi-
sual cue. When comparing responses between correct and error
trials, they found differences close to the response period, but
not early during the stimulus presentation. To our knowledge,
there has been no comparison of thalamic evoked responses
after changes in stimulus–action associations without changes
in reward.
The studies presented in the paragraphs above indicate that
learning about a stimulus for the first time, or changing the level
of engagement in a task, influences the responses of a large frac-
tion of cells in the auditory thalamus and cortex. In contrast,
changes in behavioral responses without changes in reward or
punishment result in small variations of the sound-evoked activ-
ity in only a minority of cells from these brain areas. Our mea-
surements cannot rule out the possibility that plasticity
developed in the AC or the MGB as animals were learning to
perform the task, given suchplasticity in other tasks (Weinberger,
1993; David et al., 2012).
Our study focused on the activity of neurons during stimulus
presentation; however, some of these neurons also showed
changes in activity to various events within a trial. For example, a
subset of cells fired differently depending on the chosen reward
port as animals moved to collect reward (observable in Fig. 6C).
Studies by others have shown that the firing of auditory neurons
in the thalamus and cortex is influenced not only by sounds, but
also by rewards and animals’ choices (Brosch et al., 2005; Komura
et al., 2005; Niwa et al., 2012b). We found indications of similar
modulations in both the thalamus and the cortex and a detailed
account of these changes will be reported in the future.
Are the effects observed in cortex simply a reflection of effects
already present in inputs from the thalamus? Fear-conditioning
work by Weinberger (1993) indicated that frequency tuning
shifts in the primary AC can be maintained for months, yet shifts
in the ventral nucleus of the MGB are transient. Changes in the
medial nucleus of theMGB seem to bemaintained for longer, but
frequency tuning in this nucleus is broader than in A1. It is there-
Figure 8. Discriminability of choices from sound-evoked responses. A, Choice-discrimination performance of an ideal observer
given neurons from the AC (black) or the MGB (gray) responsive to the reversing stimulus. The distributions of neuronal perfor-
mance were indistinguishable between cortical and thalamic cells. B, Frequency tuning of a hypothetical neuron with preference
for the middle (14 kHz) frequency. C, Modulation of evoked responses predicted by the “representation of choice” hypothesis for
the neuron in B. Changes in the response to 14 kHz in the direction indicated by the arrows improve the discriminability of the
animal’s choice. D, Effect of swapping trials with 14 kHz stimulus for cortical neurons tuned to the middle frequency. Each dot
corresponds to the observer’s performance given one neuron. If modulation of responses enhanced discriminability, then the
performance of the ideal observer should have decreased after swapping trials, yet there was no apparent decrease. E, Same asD,
but for thalamic neurons. There was no decrease in performance after swapping trials.
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fore unclear whether thalamic changes can fully explain changes
in the cortex.Our results indicate that evoked responses to simple
sounds are similar in thalamus and cortex. This seems to be the
case even for natural sounds, and larger changes in information
about stimulus identity have been found between the inferior
colliculus and thalamus (Weinberger, 1993) than between thala-
mus and cortex (Chechik et al., 2006). We also found that the
same percentage of cells is modulated in auditory thalamus and
ACand that themagnitude ofmodulation is comparable between
the two regions. This leaves open the possibility that flexibility in
our task can bemediated by pathways that do not rely on the AC,
as has been observed in fear conditioning to simple sounds (Ro-
manski and LeDoux, 1992).
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